
THE ARABIC PARTS
PART OF FORMULA MEANING

Astrology AS+ME-UR This describes astrology's place in individual's life, modern formula

Daring AS+MA-SU
The Part of Daring is the Part of Mars, signifying dynamic action and all warlike things, especially 
those involving courage and bravado, plus the sexual relations taking the forms of conquest and 

overcoming resistance

Discord AS+JU-MA opinion strongly held; may reflect an area of challenge to beliefs or actions

Father AS+SU-SA additional description of father's qualities; often his actual sun sign

Female Children AS+VE-MO self-explanatory

Fortune AS+MO-SU (Day)
AS+SU-MO (N)

Its house represents an area of life where one finds happiness, prosperity and natural tranquility, 
expressing innate abilities. it indicates an area wherein the self is easily expressed. Moreover, as 
the name implies, it signifies the physical health and material well-being of the body, as well as 

the potential for growth of the soul. Fortune is the significator of wealth.

Happiness AS+JU-SU The Part of Happiness is the Part of Jupiter, signifying happiness and assistance, the attainment of 
good things, wisdom, fortune, honour and position, religious and legal matters.

Health AS+MA-SA an additional indicator of physical or mental health, neutral

Heavy AS+SA-MA
The Heavy Part is the Part of Saturn, signifying serious and weighty matters, deep thought, karma, 

old age, incarceration, land management, inheritances, death and matters to do with the dead, 
structure, consistency, time, faith and religion

Friends AS+MO-UR self-explanatory

Identity AS+SA-MO if you can say "I am this", you understand how to delineate this part

Karma AS+SN-SA This part shows "fated" happenings

Love & Concord AS+VE-SU The Part of Love is the Part of Venus, signifying pleasures, desires, relationships and lovemaking in 
general

Male children AS+JU-MO self-explanatory

Marriage AS+C7-VE very close relationships, including best friends; romances, some marriages, indicated in 
"willingness to relate"

Mother AS+MO-VE additional description of mother's qualities; often her actual sun sign

Ordinary Intellect AS+ME-SU
The Part of Ordinary Intellect is the Part of Mercury, signifying negotiation, buying and selling, 

ordinary mental activity, meanness of intelligence and intellect, writings, science, contention and 
enmity

Passion AS+MA-SU describes intensity of response to life and can sometimes be sexual

Plays AS+VE-MA all types of gambling and risk-taking behaviour; has been indicated in wins by Jupiter transits, 
often misnamed in other texts

Profession AS+MO-SA additional information about career interests and activities

Property AS#C2-R2 things you own, appliances, personal items, your home; almost anything you can buy, sell or make

Spirit AS+SU-MO (Day)
AS+MO-SU (N)

its house signifies the soul and the body (after the Part of Fortune), along with matters of faith and 
intentions. With regard to health, it signifies the deeper, spiritual sources, rather than the simple 

material causes shown by the Part of Fortune. Moreover, as the name implies, it signifies the nature 
of things which are to come, rather than things present

Sudden Advancement AS+PF-SA self-explanatory

Travel AS+C9-R9 journeys long or short, by land, air or sea

Vocation MC+MO-SU work you love to do; your calling or hobby


